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(54) TRACK BALL STRUCTURE

(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a track ball

structure which absorbs the variance of molded

products and also facilitates its internal cleaning, etc.,

by dropping a ring-shaped dust seal into the gap

formed between a ball and a ring-shaped cover.

SOLUTION: A ring-shaped dust seal 3 is dropped

into a gap 5 formed between a ball 2 and a ring-

shaped cover 4, and the seal 3 has a circular slope

3a which rubbs on the ball 2, a circular wall face 3b

formed along an opening 4a of the cover 4 and a

circular projection part 3c which is formed at the outer

edge of the face 3b. The part 3c is jointed to an inner

edge upper face 4a set along the opening 4a of the

cover 4. Therefore, the ball 2 is light held by the seal

3 (and the actual dynamic characteristic is satisfactorily secured of course). Thus the
variance of molded products is absorbed, and the assembling and cleaning can be
facilitated for a track ball.
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is AlPresponsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

irSse?y
OCUment^^ tnnslated by comP^- So the translation may not reflect the original

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.
3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[The technical field to which invention belongs] Especially this invention is arranged withoutdropping the cyclic dust seal for pressing down a ball between a ball and cyclic coveringTd
traCkbaH StrUCtUre

'^ rdateS t0 the neW imPro« for making deaning

[0002]

SSSS" °l
^ ?

u°
r

,
CTenti°nally

' &neral]y 35 ki"d of trackball structure thecomposition shown by drawing^ and dmwing_5 is adopted. That is, it is the case which is showTwith a sigB 1 m drawing and drawing^ where a whole configuration makes the enclosedZTofuoopening type, and the 2 shaft detection mechanism which common knowledge does nottoe is

cnnt T 1

,
WhilC thC ba" 2 is formed free t rotation

^
in *»s c'se 1, this ball 2Tconstituted by the cyclic dust seal 3 and the cyclic covering 4 which were formed on the

aforementioned case 1 so that it may become that rotation is free and protection against dust
Therefore, echpse ****** with **** of this cyclic dust seal 3 is earned out by thecydk covering 4.

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] Since conventional trackball equipment was constitutedas mentioned above, the following technical problems existed. That is, the'eonvent onS cyclk dustseal was m the state semipermanent in the state where it was pinched between cyclic covering anddie ball it was very small, plugging occurred according to the forming state of each fonTgp£
Sl'S TZCC b£tWeen 3 CydiC dUSt SCal and cyc,ic coverin8 a bird clapper asrSofabaU is difficult. Moreover, since special technology was needed for decomposition work when
?n™T?g eamng Wlthm a Case

' t0 the §eneral user
>
il was unsuitable.

[0004] this invention was made in order to solve the above technical problems, it is arranged

co^nW
rTng Cyd

!

C dUSt SCal f°r prCSSing d0Wn a bal1 esPecially betwe™ a ball and cycliccovering, and pressing it down, and aims at offering the trackball structure which made cleanTg etceasy

[0005]

E^ll^^^1^ ^^ traCkba11 StrUCtUrC °f having the bal1 whose "^ion the

f T ^^Ventl°n made exposing a from °PeninS of cyclic covering formed in

tcZ C^
WaS

th

enabled™e^ dust se*l which is prepared in the aforementioned opcmTgS TCn
f

0remef°n
f
d CydiC C°Vering and a bal1

'
The circle-like sla* ^e which ifformed in the aforementioned cyclic dust seal and ****s on the aforementioned ball It has the

circle-like wall surface which is formed in the aforementioned cyclic dust seal and meets me

ctrduTsea? T C"Cle-H
I

kerjeCted^ f0rmed ^ th£ rim °f the aforementionedcyclic dust seal. The aforementioned cyclic dust seal is composition which it was arranged betweenthe aforementioned ball and the aforementioned cyclic covering, and the aforementioned^circl^hke

SE? TH
rt

/
J

°r
d
H
t0 COmmon-,aw -rriage upper surface of the aforemenlned^cl

covering. Therefore, by dropping a cyclic dust seal into the crevice between a ball and cyclic
covering, when a circle-like projected part joins to the common-law marriage upper surface of cycliccovenng, and a cyclic dust seal is arranged simply between a ball and cyc.i? cove'ring^d you need
decomposition, it can remove a cyclic dust seal easily.
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[0006] ^
bvThttl0f r

7
ent«reafter

' the Sestalt of suitable operation^L trackball structure

exptn dTSiSW7^^ 3 In additi°n "he Same *° is a«achSexplained to the same as that of the conventional example, or an equivalent portion It is the era

^ otltre'and^'? H^TT^ 3 Wh°,e c»tion makes foe enclosed^e 0f

S
P
eS h

8
P7 V

3
,

shaft detection mechanism which common knowledge does not ilEteis estobhshed ,n this case 1. While the ball 2 is formed free [ rotation ] in this case 1 Ls baU Tconsented so that it may become that rotation is free and protection^JitSh taseal 3 prepared ,n the cyclic covering 4 on the aforementioned case 1

Y
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NOTICES

not rJapan Patent Office is noT responsible for anydamages caused by the use of this translation.

pre™elJ
0CUment^^ tranSlatCd by COmPuter So elation may not reflect the original

2. **** shows the word which can not be translated.
3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] Have the following and the aforementioned cyclic dust seal (3) is arranaerl hew™ *SSS^W aforementioned cyclic covering(4r^SS2i?SK theball (2) whose rotation the aforementioned circle-like nrniecteH n«rr cin\ ™,i~
naving tne

and enabled from the composition joined to the common-law marriage upper surface (4a) ofmeaforementioned eye ic covering (4). The cyclic dust seal which is prepared in ne Xemennonedopening (4a) and ,s located between the aforementioned cyclic covering (4)ld a WICH3??£circle-like slant face which is formed in the aforementioned cyclic do?, a (3) ""'s on

SSSSZ m 'and meU* T'
e''ike Wa

"^ Wh,Ch " f0™ed in 'n-foremen,cycnc aust seal (i), and meets the aforementioned opening (4a) (3b) The circle nrn;^taA -
formed in the rim of the aforementioned cyclic dust seal "!) (3c)

P J

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES * ^
Japan Patent Office is noTresponsible for anydamages caused by the use of this translation

prIdse?y

CUment^^ * S° tranS,ati°n^ not reflect *» orig™'
2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.
3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[BriefDescription of the Drawings]
©mwingij It is the exploded view showing the trackball structure by this invention[Drawing 2] It is the built-up-section view of drawingj.

'"vennon.

{Drawing 3] It is the expanded sectional view of the important section ofdrawmg2grawmg4] It is the exploded view of structure conventionally
6

'

I
Drawing 5] It is the built-up-section view of drawing 4
[Description of Notations]
1 Case

2 Ball

3 Cyclic Dust Seal

3a Circle-like slant face

3b Circle-like wall surface

3c Circle-like projected part

4 Cyclic Covering
4a Opening

[Translation done.]
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